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For **70 years** ProQuest / UMI has been publishing your PhD and MA graduate works, bringing them to millions of researchers.

ProQuest provides dissertation citations to all major field or subject specific indexes, for example ChemAbstracts, PsycINFO, ERIC, ABI/INFORM, etc.

**Global reach** – ProQuest publishes the world’s most widely used PhD and master’s theses research tools.

Maximizes **discoverability** – More than **200,000,000 searches** in PQDT in 2010 alone!

ProQuest is a **non-exclusive publisher**

Author keeps their copyright.
Expanded Search Options

**Subject Indexes**
- Indexes (long standing & familiar)
- New Indexes (last 2 years)

**Internet Searching**
- Search Engines
- Google Books
# Access Points - Indexes

## Long Standing
- ABI
- American Psychological Association – PsychInfo
- ABC-CLIO – American History and Life, Historical Abstracts,
- Modern Language Association – MLA database,
- CSA – Sociological Abstracts
- ERIC – ERIC
- CINAHL
- NASA Astrophysics Data System
- Chemical Abstracts

## New Indexes
- ERIC
- MathSciNet
- Wilderness Institute
ProQuest Open Access Publishing PLUS and the Institutional Repository

Many questions about difference between what PQ offers and what universities offer:

- **Bottom Line**: ProQuest’ OA Publishing PLUS is very different than what is offered by universities
  - Free access via ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database (PQDT)
  - Inclusion in “PQDT Open”
  - Most authors will want to choose whether to participate in ProQuest Traditional Publishing or ProQuest Open Access Publishing PLUS
Novice teacher retention: A study of a model program
by Wood, Donald K., Ed.D., ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, 2008, 123 pages; 3339544

Abstract:
This quantitative study examined perceptions of Rodel Exemplary Teachers and Rodel Graduates regarding issues of retention and satisfaction as they relate to the Rodel teacher initiative. Data were collected through a Likert type survey of Rodel teacher initiative participants and were then analyzed for statistical significance by utilizing descriptive statistics, tests of significance, and correlation analysis. The goal was to determine the impact of the Rodel teacher initiative on teacher retention and satisfaction within high-poverty schools throughout Arizona. An extensive review of the literature appropriate to teacher retention and satisfaction throughout the last 150 years was conducted and focused on women's issues in education, contemporary issues in teacher retention, mentoring programs, and the Rodel Foundation's efforts.

Results supported the view that mentoring programs have the ability to be successful in helping retain teachers and increase their satisfaction in high-poverty schools. Perceptions of those within the Rodel teacher initiative were paramount in drawing this conclusion, and were subjected to statistical analysis through t-tests, descriptive statistics, and correlation analysis. The results suggest areas of further research due to the depth and breadth of retention and satisfaction issues within education, as well as the ongoing nature of the Rodel teacher initiative. Further study may contribute to the expansion of the Rodel teacher initiative to a broader base or State sponsored initiative.

Access the complete dissertation:
Find an electronic copy at your library.
Use the link below to access a full citation record of this graduate work:
If your library subscribes to the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (PQDT) database, you may be entitled to a free electronic version of this graduate work. If not, you will have the option to purchase one, and access a 24 page preview for free (if available).
Donald K Wood Novice Teacher Retention

About 14,700 results (0.13 seconds)

Novice teacher retention: A study of a model program - Google Books Result
Donald K. Wood, Arizona State University - 2008 - 113 pages
First, an historical overview of teacher retention in the United States is presented with regard to the evolution of teaching as a female-dominated ... books.google.com/books?id=0549934294...

Novice teacher retention: A study of a model program
by DK Wood - 2009 - Related articles
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 6/27/11
Novice teacher retention: A study of a model program
DK Wood - 2009 - gradworks.umi.com
This quantitative study examined perceptions of Rodel Exemplary Teachers and Rodel Graduates regarding issues of retention and satisfaction as they relate to the Rodel teacher initiative. Data were collected through a Likert type survey of Rodel teacher initiative participants and ...
Novice teacher retention: A study of a model program

Donald K. Wood, Arizona State University

Arizona State University, 2008 - 113 pages

Results supported the view that mentoring programs have the ability to be successful in helping retain teachers and increase their satisfaction in high-poverty schools. Perceptions of those within the Rodel teacher initiative were paramount in drawing this conclusion, and were subjected to statistical analysis through t-tests, descriptive statistics, and correlation analysis. The results

What people are saying - Write a review

We haven't found any reviews in the usual places.

Bibliographic information

Title: Novice teacher retention: A study of a model program
Authors: Donald K. Wood, Arizona State University
Publisher: Arizona State University, 2008
ISBN: 0549934294, 9780549934295
Length: 113 pages

Export Citation: BiBTeX, EndNote, RefMan
About Google / Google Scholar / Google Books

Now, dissertations and theses are more discoverable than ever. ProQuest has arranged with Google, Google Scholar and Google Books to allow indexing and searching across bibliographic data for graduate works published in 2007 and forward. Searches will retrieve basic metadata for each graduate work (title, author, abstract, keywords, etc), and provide links to ProQuest for purchase or access. Searches will also retrieve a preview of the graduate work’s full text in Google Books.

These new dissemination avenues broaden author exposure beyond the traditional research community. Most scholars benefit from increased exposure to their published work, so the ubiquity of Google and Google Scholar should benefit most graduate students.

What graduate works are indexed and searched by Google?
Right now, Google, Google Scholar and Google Books are indexing dissertations and theses published since 2007. However, Canadian graduate works published prior to 2011 are not included, nor are any that are embargoed or restricted at an author’s request. In 2007, we started adding dissertations and theses, unless the author indicated we should not in the publishing agreement.

What about Open Access and free institutional access?
Our efforts through Google, Google Scholar and Google Books are about expanding the availability of dissertations and theses beyond the scholarly community. Obviously, this is not intended to substitute for the kinds of liberal and/or free access that researchers normally have to dissertations and theses through institutional subscriptions to the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (PQDT) database.

And of course, dissertations and theses published under our Open Access Publishing Plus option will be available for immediate, full-text download from ProQuest’s PQDT Open web site, and the bibliographic data will also be searchable via Google, Google Scholar and Google Books.

What if a graduate author doesn’t want their work to be made available through Google?
ProQuest allows several ways to restrict access, in whole or in part. Graduate authors who prefer not to see their work discoverable via Google can direct our Author and School Relations staff to place a restriction on their graduate work. We can also arrange to restrict listing in Google and other 3rd parties but allow distribution to the academic community through our traditional, direct channels.

Graduate authors who have reasons to more fully restrict the distribution of their work should work with their graduate school and the ProQuest/UMI Dissertation Publishing group at the time of submission to arrange embargo or restriction.

I have more questions about dissertations and theses in Google.
Please contact us at scholarlpublishing@proquest.com. We’ll be happy to answer any questions you might have.
ETD TRANSITIONS

- 254 New site built since 2008
- 80 Sites requested since “No fee publishing” took effect September 2010
- 60 Requests for site builds since December 2010
- 400+ Sites have been built
- If your university doesn’t have a site…. Please speak with us!
Sample of Institutions Transitioning to ETD

- University of Rochester
- Northern Arizona University
- Syracuse University
- University of Mississippi
- University of Colorado Denver, UCD
- University of Warsaw
- University of Windsor
- Weizmann Institute of Science
- Drake University
- King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
- Princeton University
- The Florida State University
- University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
- University of Washington
Enhancements and Improvements

**Recent**
- University IR / Publishing Agreement can now be included
- Author email upon delivery to Graduate School

**Future**
- SWORD protocol for depositing into IR
- Non-Date based embargo options (e.g. “Campus use only”)
- Supplemental materials (administrative – e.g. SED certification of completion, graduate exit surveys)
Submission steps:

Instructions

Welcome to the UMI Dissertations Demo Site ETD Administrator Site.

The ETD Administrator lets graduate students submit their completed dissertation or thesis to ProQuest/UMI Dissertation Publishing for publishing. Your submission will be reviewed before it is delivered to ProQuest/UMI.

Before you begin

Before you begin, please be sure you have the following:

- Full text of the dissertation/thesis in PDF format. This must be one file. If your manuscript is in Word or RTF format, you can convert to PDF using the PDF Conversion tool. You also must embed fonts in the PDF. For tips on creating PDF files, see the PDF FAQs.
- Abstract
- Optional Supplementary files (images, data, etc.) that are an integral part of the dissertation/thesis, but not part of the full text.
- Advisor and other Committee Members’ Names
- Subject Category: Please choose one to three subject categories from the Subject Category list that best describe your dissertation/thesis’ subject area.

Note: If you need to finish your submission later (for instance, if you need to update your PDF file before uploading it), you can save your information and come back to finish. No information will be lost.

Upload Administrative Documents

This second supplemental files box will be labeled to indicate administrative use.

Continue
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